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Case Study # 2: House-Deed Regn Muhurta at Dallas, Texas.

This is the Muhurta Chart, for signing up the
House Deed, at the Office of the Registrar. It
shows a weak Sagittarius Asdt, with the Asdt Lord
Ju well-placed in the IIH, but debilitated. Till Oct
13th, Ju was not only Deb, but also Retrograde.
Me, the Cosmic Benefic Life Energy, that is crucial
for Docs-Signatures, is fortunately quite strong,
as the foll Table of Planetary Strengths shows.
Ma and Ve are also Deb, but, there are no
Afflictions in this Muhurta Chart..
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In the above Table of Planetary strengths, you can see that
Me, is the strongest Planet, suffering only from the single
weakness of combustion, and that too only to the extent of
7%.In all Muhurtas, involving the signing of Docs, Me should
be strong and should not be retrograde.
In the attached PDF Doc, you can also see that Transit
debilitated Ju was Retrograde, till Oct 13th and Me was
Retrograde till Sept 29th.
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For the Sagittarius Asdt Muhurta Chart, the Su Dasa is running,
and the Su, rules the IXH of Dharma and higher humanitarian
principles and Govt and Authority Figures. The Muhurta falls in
the Su-Su sub-period, which is quite auspicious.
All Muhurtas are based on the basic principle of the ‘BijaVriksha Nyaya’[Seed-Tree Principle], which states that, from a
specific seed, only the corresponding Tree can emerge. A
Banyan Tree cannot have its genesis from a Sesame seed, not
can a Mango Tree arise from a Neem seed. A ‘high quality seed’
will give a ‘high quality yield or crop’, and likewise a ‘poor
quality seed’ will lead to a poor crop yield. Here the ‘seed’, or
Bija is the moment in time, when an activity commences or
comes into manifestation. The consequence of the seed is the
fruit of that action, that seed.
Muhurta for Signing the Docs [Two Windows are given
below]:
Oct 15th, 2009, at Dallas [96ºW48´, 32ºN47´], Texas, Time
Zone=CDT [5 Hrs West],
Thursday, the Signing must be done either during the ‘Muhurta
Window’ given below, or during the Muhurta window, Aarti to
Amma Bhagavan may be offered, for invoking the Divine
Grace, and the Signature attested a little later, at a convenient
time, in the wake of the Aarti. The Samkalpa is the most
important thing, which must be also taken during the Muhurta
window.
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Muhurta Window: [13:53PM to 14:05PM]-Muhurta #1
Muhurta Window: [2:06PM to 2:11PM]-Muhurta #2.
I prefer Muhurta # 1.
Synchronization with the Standard Time [CDT in Dallas].
That morning, on Oct 15th, a Thursday, ascertain the correct
CDT, and synchronize all clocks at home with this Standard
Time [CDT], so that during the Signing, you have ample time to
Sign in leisure.
Do not Sign, or Invoke God’s Grace before 13:53PM, nor after
2:05PM, if you are following the Muhurta #1. Etc.
The Muhurta for the Griha Pravesha shows a much stronger
Chart, but we have had to wait till Nov 22nd, in order to secure,
this reasonably good Muhurta. Other Muhurtas in Oct were not
at all up to the requisite mark, which is the reason, I have not
suggested them.
AUM TAT SAT

